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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on experiments with subjects who must learn to use a small artificially constructed subset language (of English) to interact with a conversational spoken language system. The subjects converse with a collaborative interface agent about tasks involving TV recording and schedule navigation. The subjects perform their tasks in two conditions, one with contextually appropriate help on what to say always available on the screen and those with only a help sheet that they request to see. Our experiments indicate that users can perform their tasks in either condition, but demonstrate limits in remembering the language in a subsequent session.

1. INTRODUCTION
Conversational speech understanding systems are now ubiquitous in the speech and language community (cf. [1], [2], [10]). We have been developing collaborative interface agents, including ones with spoken conversational capabilities ([7], [8]). In our most recent agent, we have taken the approach of designing an artificial subset language (of English) for use in spoken conversation with the agent rather than collecting a large corpus of user utterances in situ and training a language model.

Our approach is indirectly advocated by Rosenfeld and by Olsen [5], [6], who have concerned themselves with Universal Speech interfaces and speech widgets using special speech languages, respectively. While their languages appear to be artificial subset languages, no research has been done to explore the demands these languages place on human users. In particular, using an artificial subset language for speech with human users raises questions about its use, learnability and memorability by people. Furthermore, variation in the size of the grammar and lexicon, the frequency of syntactic forms from the parent natural language, and the use of synonymy in the lexicon may make a subset language harder to distinguish from its associated natural language and harder to learn and remember. In this paper we discuss an experiment in which users undertook tasks for TV and VCR use in a spoken subset of English with a collaborative interface agent. We also briefly describe the technologies that underlie our collaborative interface agent.

2. SUBSET LANGUAGES
Subset languages are languages that are subsets of a naturally occurring language that are artificially constructed for language use. They differ from naturally occurring sublanguages, which occur for specialized social and work groups, such as medicine or the military, [3] or for restricted domains such as weather reports or stock quotes [4]. Natural sublanguages may have quite large grammars and lexicons or relatively simple ones, whereas this paper focuses on artificial sublanguages that have small grammars and relatively small lexicons.

Subset languages for use in spoken conversation have the advantage that the language can be easily characterized in a grammar for a speech system and hence yield very good recognition. If subset languages are learnable by people, speech systems will have wide accessibility. The disadvantages of subset languages are that users must only use them and not utterances that are outside the subset language. Users must induce membership of the utterances in the subset. For small subset languages, the possible conversations are not as natural and free flowing as a full natural language. Subset languages also require that people remember over each use which utterances are members of the subset. In sum, users must learn to convey their intentions and constraints on intentions within the boundaries of the subset and to remember these boundaries over time.

The requirements on users who learn and use subset languages are not well studied. In a conservative approach to this problem, we designed a subset of English that contains a very common set of syntactic structures of English. The language has an English lexicon of roughly 1100 items of which 1020 are names of objects in the domain, which users do not need to remember. The grammar can be described by roughly fourteen context free rules, and is dominated by the syntax rule of an imperative verb followed by a simple noun phrase or pronoun (i.e. "that" or "me"). The language was designed to make its membership boundaries easily inferable, so that users can reliably predict the utterances that are members of the subset language.

This language serves as an utterance interface language in the MERL Entertainment Center Agent (ECA) system, in which an onscreen agent collaborates with a user to record and watch TV shows and navigate a TV schedule. Conversations such as the one in figure 1 are typical of user-agent conversations. The agent's utterances are generated as English strings in the Collagen$^\text{TM}$ [8] system and output as
synthesized speech as well as presented in text form in the agent window.

Agent says "Welcome to Diamond Talk. Try saying something shown in blue.

**Navigation activities**

User says "Show schedule."
Agent says "Ok, what next?"
User says "Show Friday."
Agent shows schedule for Friday 10:30 A.M.
Agent says "Ok, what next?"
User says "Show 7 P.M."
Agent shows schedule for Friday 7:00 P.M.
Agent says "Ok, what next?"
User says "Show the W.B."
Agent scrolls to the WB.
Agent says "Ok, what next?"
User says "??? Record a program ???
Agent says "I didn't get that. Please repeat."

**Recording a program**

User says "Record a program."
Agent says "What is the program title? (exactly as on the screen)."
User says "The Invisible Man."
Agent shows episodes of The Invisible Man to be broadcast.
Agent says "Should I record The Invisible Man Friday 8:00 P.M.?"
User says "No."
Agent says "What day and time do you want to record The Invisible Man?"
User says "Friday 11 P.M."
Agent scrolls to The Invisible Man Friday 11:00 P.M.
Agent adds The Invisible Man Friday 11:00 P.M. to the recording schedule.
Agent says "The Invisible Man has been added to the recording schedule Friday 11:00 P.M."
Agent says "Ok, what next?"

**Playing back a program**

User says "Play back a program."
Agent shows index of programs already and to be recorded.
Agent says "What is the title of the recorded program? (exactly as on the screen)."
User says "The Enemy Within."
Agent says "Should I play back The Enemy Within recorded Wednesday 7:30 P.M.?"
User says "Yes."
Agent plays The Enemy Within recorded earlier.
Agent says "Ok, what next?"

**Navigation activity**

User says "Show schedule."
Agent shows this week's broadcast schedule.
Agent says "Ok, what next?"
User exits.

**Figure 1: A conversation with the Entertainment Center agent (ECA)**

Figure 2 illustrates the user and agent as they are conversing about navigation of the TV show schedule displayed in the figure. There are 999 TV show names, and 20 TV channel names (ABC, Fox, etc) in the TV schedule. There are also windows for initial welcome, displaying the recording index, simulation of watching a TV show, and showing help text.

The ECA system is built using the Collagen middleware [7], [8], [9]. It took approximately four man months of effort from design of the initial subset language, agent and application to fully functional implementation. The recognition engine is IBM Embedded Via Voice used with the IBM implementation of the JSAPI. Voice synthesis is performed using the synthesizer in IBM Embedded Via Voice. All other components (speech grammars, semantic interpretation, recipe libraries, etc.) were created at MERL. There are four basic types of tasks to perform with the ECA: navigating the TV schedule (9 utterance types to do this task), recording a program (1 utterance type), playing back a prerecorded program (1 utterance type), watching a currently broadcast show (1 utterance type). Utterances for cancellation of current action, starting over and getting help are also available. The agent engaged in clarification dialogues to determine any information it needed that was not given in the user request, to disambiguate times for TV shows that occurred multiple times in the schedule, and for confirmation of actions it was to undertake. A sample clarification dialogue is part of the dialogue in Figure 1.

3. EXPERIMENT

Our study was aimed at determining: (1) whether users could complete a series tasks with the Entertainment Center agent without being tutored on how to speak to the interface or the tasks performable with the interface and underlying application; (2) whether on subsequent use, users could complete a similar series of tasks without having to relearn the subset language; and (3) whether onscreen contextual help provided significant help in speeding up their learning to perform tasks in the application. We tested 21 subjects, divided into two groups, balanced for gender, age, computer experience and general English speaking ability. All users had familiarity with computers and used them in their everyday work, some as computer professionals and some as other job professionals. We did not balance for experience with speech systems because only 2 subjects had ever used a speech system. We did not pre-test for language learnability because all the tests we could devise would pre-train our subjects for using small subset languages. Experiments were performed in an office with some variable noise conditions (e.g. air conditioning, doors slamming nearby).

Both groups performed tasks with the ECA on two encounters, spaced 24 hours apart. On the first day each subject was asked to perform a series of 12 tasks, divided into 3 sections. All subjects were shown how to use a push-to-talk key and given a written set of tasks to perform using the system. They were tested after 4 tasks to be certain they had learned the basic task of that section. Learning basic tasks indicated that the subject could not only master the task, but also had mastered how to use the subset language to accomplish the task. On the second day, each subject was given a series of 9 tasks, without testing. Tasks were randomly varied for each subject in both conditions. All subjects were timed on each task. We calculated all speech errors made by user with the agent, as well as all errors made by the recognition engine in the agent during understanding the subject's utterances. All users were asked to answer a short questionnaire and participate in a short interview following day 1 and day 2.

The two groups were distinguished by the presence or absence of context sensitive persistent help. The persistent help group (PH group) on day 1 used a version of the interface that provided a description of the relevant utterances the user could say to the agent at every point in the interaction (see Figure 2.
The help changed with each different window that appeared in the application in performing user tasks. The non-persistent help (NPH) group on day 1 used the interface with a blank section at the top of the screen. They were told that they could access help by saying "help me," to which a window appeared that contained descriptions of all possible utterances with a single line explanation for each utterance. On day 2, all subjects performed their tasks in the non-persistent help condition.

Among our hypotheses was a prediction that the NPH group would learn more slowly on day 1 than the persistent help group because the utterances they needed to learn in order to use the system were not as readily available. We were uncertain which group, if either, would be able to perform their tasks as quickly on day 2 because we were not sure that the subset language would be easy to remember from all of English. We thought that on day 2, the PH group would be faster than the NPH group because they had more visual experience of the subset language due to its constant onscreen presence the first day.

4. RESULTS

Both groups performed their tasks to completion, and with few exceptions, completed the tasks correctly. The mean time for the two groups to complete all tasks on both day 1 and day 2 where nearly identical (1040/1092-day 1; 389/391-day 2, mean of means). However, time turned out not to be a useful measure because variations of the task order changed the state of the application and hence the number of requests to complete a given task.

To better understand the groups’ performance, we calculated the number of correct utterance requests (removing recognition errors of the speech system) on each day for each group, and number of requests for help on each day for each group. The use of a correct utterance for the given task that was appropriate for that task indicated that the subject understood and could use the relevant portion of the subset language. Requests for help (i.e. "help me") indicated that the subject had not learned or had forgotten the correct subset phrase and needed to be reminded. The PH group on day 1 was expected to use "help me" requests infrequently because of the presence of relevant utterance types on the application screen while the NPH group would use "help me" frequently because no other assistance was available.

First we present within group changes from day 1 to day 2. For the NPH group, the help ratio difference from Day 1 to Day 2 was .28 to .16 (t-test 2 tail, p=.006) while the correctness ratio difference was .60 to .75 (t-Test two tail, p=.006), a statistically significant difference. Thus this group needed less help on the second day and performed significantly...
more correctly than the first day (a mean of 75% of the utterances were correctly on target for the day 2 tasks). For the PH group, the help ratio difference from Day 1 to Day 2 was .04 to .16 (t-test 2 tail, p=.011) while the correctness ratio difference was .76 to .79 (no statistically significant difference on two tail t-Test). Thus the PH group needed significantly more help on day 2 than day 1 and did not perform more correctly. Comparing across the PH and NPH groups, the NPH group performed at a difference rate across the two days of .15 while the PH group performance was -.03 (t-Test, two tail, p=.03). The NPH group compared to the PH group on help across the two days, reduced its calls for help by 0.12 while the PH group increased its calls for help by 0.12 (t-test, two tail, p=.0002). We saw no differences due to gender.

5. DISCUSSION

We offer several observations based on the above data. First, both groups initially learned the subset language well enough to perform the tasks. The PH group learned well enough to produce utterances correctly with a mean just under 80% of the time. The NPH group had less correct utterances (mean 60%), presumably because they had to learn the language from a list of utterance types that did not allow them to focus on one particular utterance type easily.

Second, in the subsequent session, the two groups perform at about the same rate. Both groups’ correctness performance at day is nearly identical (.75/.79, no statistical difference), and both groups ask for help at the same rate (.16 for each group). The groups differ in the rate of change from day 1 to day 2. The NPH group improves its use of correct utterances significantly by day 2, and it uses significantly less help than it did on day 1. Third, this finding suggests that unless the groups are about to reach an asymptote in behavior, the NPH group will improve at a rate greater than the PH group. At very least, there is no advantage after the first day in onscreen help although we have weak statistical evidence from our interviews that users felt more certain about using the system with onscreen help. Persistent help may have been a good crutch to begin with, but it is a crutch that then slows its users down in future sessions.

How well have the subjects actually learned the subset language? It appears that they are a long way from perfect. Three individual subjects performed the tasks on day 2 nearly perfectly (1 perfectly in the PH group, 1 with a single help request, 1 with a single error, no help requests, both in the NPH group). This performance indicates that it is possible for subjects to correctly learn the entire language, but most of the subjects did not reach this level after 19 total tasks and 3 test tasks. Our subset language was chosen to be very minimal in terms of the size and type of grammar, the lack of synonymous terms, and the relatively small size of lexicon for words that must be actively remembered, and our tasks are few in number. Since subjects are not perfect for our subset language, we believe that users will be more challenged to learn a subset language that is larger on any of these dimensions. Additional studies with larger subset languages will be productive in determining whether our suspicions are correct.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Better speech and natural language understanding will ultimately eliminate the need for artificially created subset languages of the type used in the ECA. However, for current technology limitations, very simple subset languages of the type discussed here permit users to accomplish their tasks, even though they show evidence of not having learned the language completely. There appears to be no learning advantage with onscreen help, for the size of subset language and the number of tasks used in the ECA. More remains to be learned about subset languages with larger grammars, less frequently used grammatical forms, larger lexicons, and a greater number of tasks.
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